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space (character, 
setting, objects)

how do we computationally model this part?



components of a world model

• what kinds of things are there in the world?


• what properties do those things have?


• what happens to those things over time?


• how do those things interact with each other?


• what actions can agents take on those objects?



let system;


function setup() {

  createCanvas(720, 400);

  system = new 
ParticleSystem(createVector(width / 2, 
50));

}


function draw() {

  background(51);

  system.addParticle();

  system.run();

}


// A simple Particle class

let Particle = function(position) {

  this.acceleration = createVector(0, 
0.05);

  this.velocity = 
createVector(random(-1, 1), random(-1, 
0));

  this.position = position.copy();

  this.lifespan = 255;

};


Particle.prototype.run = function() {

  this.update();

  this.display();

};


// Method to update position

Particle.prototype.update = function(){

  this.velocity.add(this.acceleration);

  this.position.add(this.velocity);

  this.lifespan -= 2;

};


// Method to display

Particle.prototype.display = function() {

  stroke(200, this.lifespan);

  strokeWeight(2);

  fill(127, this.lifespan);

  ellipse(this.position.x, this.position.y, 
12, 12);

};


// Is the particle still useful?

Particle.prototype.isDead = function(){

  return this.lifespan < 0;

};


let ParticleSystem = function(position) {

  this.origin = position.copy();

  this.particles = [];

};


ParticleSystem.prototype.addParticle = 
function() {

  this.particles.push(new 
Particle(this.origin));

};


ParticleSystem.prototype.run = 
function() {

  for (let i = this.particles.length-1; i >= 
0; i--) {

    let p = this.particles[i];

    p.run();

    if (p.isDead()) {

      this.particles.splice(i, 1);

    }

  }

};



Orteil's Nested

http://orteil.dashnet.org/nested



(possibly?) more narrative-specific forms of world 
models

• places: how are physical spaces represented? (connected rooms? 
continuous space?)


• objects: size, shape, weight, etc.


• people: personality, height, weight, clothing, etc.


• actions that the "player" can take (or that other agents can take, like 
NPCs)



    In your belongings, you find a pair of crystal spectacles. You
    decide to put them on.

    <<set $wearing_spectacles to 1>>

    You are in a forest clearing.

    <<if $wearing_spectacles>>
    Because you are wearing the crystal spectacles, you see a [[cat]]
    here, its whiskers silvered by the moonlight.
    <<endif>>

⋮



SAGA II (1960)



Ryan, James. Curating Simulated Storyworlds. 2018.





Saga #1. (The gun is in the right hand; the money is in the left hand; the glass is on the 
table; the bottle is on the table; the holster is on the robber; the sheriffs gun is in the 
sheriffs right hand; the sheriffs holster is on the sheriff.)


ROBBER: (The robber is at the window.) Go to door; open door; go thru door; close 
door; go to corner; put money down at corner; go to table; put gun on table; sit and 
fidget; sit at table; pick up glass with right hand (empty); put glass on table; pick up 
bottle with right hand; pour; put bottle on table; pick up glass with right hand; take a 
drink from glass; put glass on table; pick up bottle with right hand; sit...

https://github.com/lizadaly/nanogenmo2015



space in war games, d&d, 
interactive fiction, muds



https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wargame#/media/File:Hellwig_1780_wargame_board.jpg



http://cabinetmagazine.org/issues/29/galloway.php



https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Dungeons_and_Dragons_game.jpg





items and inventories





https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:SH5_-_Inventaire.png



Fallout 3



Gone Home
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Gone_Home_-_Movie_Ticket.png



narrative functions of items

• resources for other mechanics (i.e., ammo for guns)


• "key" items (e.g., an object that you give to an NPC, or literally a "key" 
that opens a door), which unlock content or advance narratives


• set dressing objects (no mechanical purpose but serve narrative through 
visual design or associated textual descriptions)



interactive fiction


